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Closing night at Bradleys, October 17, 1996, L-R, Victor Lewis, Joe Locke, Stephen 
Scott, owner Wendy Cunningham, Ed Howard… PHOTO CREDIT JACK 
VARTOOGIAN/FRONTROW PHOTOS 
 

his is my first column for JazzChord so I thought I'd talk about some 
gigs/venues that exist in New York City outside of the handful of very 
expensive, over-hyped clubs, which are out of reach to most jazz musicians, 

and which usually get covered in the press. Needless to say most Australian 
musicians who come to NYC are already well aware of those venues and will opt to 
frequent them, depending largely on their budget and whether they have a major 
interest in the musicians appearing there. The going rate these days for one set is 
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$US25 (plus tax, at clubs such as Iridium) plus $10-15 minimum. Interestingly, 
several small to medium-sized clubs now exist which cater to musicians and their 
audiences, who have managed to reclaim a piece of the action as far as performance 
space is concerned. For some time things were looking pretty grim for the jazz 
musician who had a substantial following with several recordings out, but nowhere to 
play. It never ceases to amaze me just how resilient we are in this city of extremes, 
where the rent for any space can often come along since then that remotely 
resembles that most revered jazz venue. There have been a number of very farfetched 
assumptions that somehow one venue or another is the "new" Bradley's. However I 
believe it's just wishful thinking or plain ignorance of what came before. I would love 
to think that something would magically appear and save us all from a depressing 
future. As it stands we still have nowhere to go that has the allure, the history and the 
magnitude of talent that Bradley's attracted, both in the artists who performed there  
 

 
 
Russell Malone (left) and Roy Hargrove performing at Bradleys, October 16, 1996… 
PHOTO CREDIT JACK VARTOOGIAN/FRONTROW PHOTOS 
 
and the audience that attended. I don't know if we ever will. However, as an avid 
believer in the philosophy of something positive always coming out of the negative, I 
do believe we may have come up with a solution to the current malaise, albeit short 
term. As an alternative to wishing for something that appears to be permanently 
unattainable, we may have followed fashion designers and returned to a grassroots, 
60s approach to presenting our music. A number of venues now exist, which operate 
on either a seven-nights-a-week basis or present jazz on individual nights based on 
the ability of the artist to turn the space into a profit making venture. I would reserve 
my opinion as far as it being profit-making for the artist, however in NYC it hardly 
ever is, which is why so many musicians are forced into other lines of work to 
supplement their income, or are relegated to driving hundreds of miles to do club 
dates. Who said it was ever meant to be easy!  
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* Recently I went down to hear the Joe Locke Quartet at Kavehaz located on 
Mercer between Prince and Spring in the Soho district. Joe (vibraphone) has been 
working this venue for about eight months now and has managed to secure a 
permanent Thursday spot. The wonderful thing is that the concept of the "band" is 
starting to take hold again after what I believe has been an absence of at least a 
decade, possibly more. I certainly did not find too much of this 11 years ago when I 
first arrived. Joe Locke's band has managed to develop over this time owing in part 
to Joe's persistence and great vision, but also because he had a venue to develop it in. 
It's a classy room without it being set up in a traditional way. It certainly doesn't have 
the feel of a jazz club, more a restaurant/wine bar that has a stage area way down the 
back, with a few couches and a very open ambience. It's in Soho so, of course, it goes 
without saying that it has a hip edge to it. In any case this band on my second hearing 
has developed into a very interesting and exciting ensemble. Mr Locke is one of the 
more flamboyant jazz musicians on the scene with an unmistakeable flair for 
presenting jazz in all its many colours and influences. On this outing he showed just 
what he's capable of by taking a pop standard such as Killing Me Softly, 
reharmonizing it and then throwing in a whole new funky rhythmic figure. He used 
various approaches to several pop-funk tunes from the 70's and really did a number 
on them. If you're a jazz musician who has any roots in funk or R&B you'd have to dig 
this. From the opening tune of Wayne Shorter's Infant Eyes, the audience was 
mesmerized. This was similar to what you'd expect from a concert performance as far 
as the audience's attentive-ness was concerned. No Quiet Policy cards needed, it was 
apparent that the people were there to hear Joe Locke and they were hardly 
disappointed. It was a "rocking in the aisles" performance and great for anyone who 
believes that jazz is supposed to be danced to.  
 

 
 
Vibraphonist Joe Locke (right) pictured here with Gary Burton. Mr Locke is one of 
the more flamboyant jazz musicians on the scene… PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 
 
* Another venue which has existed for over a decade on the upper west side is 
Augies, situated on Broadway between 105th & 106th Streets. Augies is the bebop 
capital of NYC as far as places to sit-in are concerned, and has also been the mecca of 
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late night jazz in this part of town for the past decade. It stays open until 4-5 am. 
Closed briefly for six months, owing to change of ownership and renovations, it 
reopened recently. I didn't get a chance to call in, however I will endeavour to write 
more about the new Augies (I understand it is called Smoke) in the next JazzChord. 
Augies has presented some of the most awesome talent out of NYC of the last decade 
such as Joel Frahm (tenor); David Berkman (piano); Mat Wilson (drums); Ugonna 
Okegwo (bass); Eric Alexander (tenor); and Eddie Henderson (trumpet). Even Brad 
Mehldau did stints there. Most of the above cut their teeth and developed some of 
their enormous vocabulary by working this venue till the wee small hours for many 
years. This place has the ambience that comes closest to a real jazz bar, and certainly 
would have gotten the nod from Jack Kerouac. The audience is very clearly a jazz  
 

 
 
Augie’s has the ambience that comes closest to a real jazz bar, and certainly would 
have gotten the nod from Jack Kerouac (pictured above)... PHOTOGRAPHER 
UNKNOWN 
 
audience; we're in the neighbourhood of Columbia Uni and Manhattan School of 
Music. Most of these clubs function without an acoustic piano, so there are 
limitations if you are a piano player. Many guitarists developed out of Augies for this 
very reason. There is a Fender Rhodes there and most pianists accept the gig based 
on that knowledge. Players such as Peter Bernstein (guitar), Eric Alexander (tenor) 
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and Jim Rotundi (trumpet), also perform regularly. It's the musicians' hang and 
many very fine players turn up there after their gigs to relax and or sit in.  
 
* My favourite band that performs at Augies is the one led by saxophonist Joel 
Frahm. No matter in what context. He has the most exceptional ability to negotiate 
all kinds of styles and though very clearly out of the bebop school, has developed into 
a very unique player. His performances have so much energy, passion and texture to 
them that the audience is mesmerized by his sheer technical ability and 
musicianship. It is exhilarating to watch someone with that much expertise play with  
 

 
 
Tenor saxophonist Joel Frahm: an awesome talent out of NYC…PHOTOGRAPHER 
UNKNOWN  
 
such fluidity and claim the music once again as a vehicle to dance to. The music can 
also be cerebral, completely free/open or based on strict form - it all depends on 
who's playing with him - and it's always rhythmic. This is a venue for everyone to 
come to, no cover, just order at least one drink per set and everyone will be happy. 
Anyone into the straight-ahead thing and new in town usually follows his or her nose 
uptown and finds themselves up in this part of the "hood" (1 or 9 subway will get you 
there). The other great thing about Augies is the openness and generosity of the 
players; if you're a player you'll get to play. You may have to wait your turn, however 
you better know your tunes and have a thorough grounding in bebop - there are no 
slouches and it ain't ECM.  
 
* Last but not least, Cleopatra's Needle is a club located ten blocks south of 
Augies, also no cover, two-drink minimum which may or may not be enforced. Music 
is offered seven nights a week, with name players on the weekend, although Marc 
Copeland featuring Billy Hart and Larry Grenadier have the Monday night spot 
regularly, and the wonderfully talented violinist Miri Benari has Tuesdays. This can 
be a singers' hang as well and singers are always welcome at the jam sessions. Great 
sound system and mixed clientele, some real jazz lovers and unfortunately some 
rowdy local yahoos who can sometimes be competing for the volume knob. Most of 
these venues exist and are successful based on how well you draw, so it's impossible  
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At Cleopatra's Needle Billy Hart (above) and Larry Grenadier (below) have the 
Monday night spot regularly, with Marc Copeland… PHOTO CREDITS ANDREA 
CANTER (ABOVE) AND JUAN HITTERS (BELOW) 
 

 
 
to walk in and nail a gig, though there's a jam session nightly from  1 am until closing 
which can easily end up being 4-5 am. There are some negatives, such as a large 
sports screen, which can inadvertently remain on, if there's a game being televised, 
and you have not drawn a big enough crowd to protest.  
 
_____________________________________________________ 


